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ABSTRACT
Cost and Net Return From the Milking Enterprise on Selected
D.H.I.A. Farms in Northern Utah, 1965
by
Charles J. Palmer, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1967
Major Professor: Earnest M. Morrison
Department: Agricultural Economics
A study was made of cost and net return of the milking enterprise
of selected D.H.I.A. members of Northern Utah.
Production cost for market milk ranged from $6.37 to $3.74 per 100
pounds of milk with the weighted average for all enterprises being $4.71
per 100 pounds of milk.
per cow.

Production cost amounted to an average of $538.24

Total receipts amounted to $4.64 per 100 pounds of milk or

$531.18 per cow per year.

Net return was ca lculated by deducting total

cost from total receipts and amounted to minus $335 per enterprise or
minus $7.23 per cow per year .
Manufacturing milk production cost averaged $543.85 per cow per
year and average total receipts were $466.97 per cow per year.

Net

return averaged minus $76.88 per cow per year.
A larger number of cows per herd was associated with lower total
cost per cow, but a large herd did no t lower cost per cow enough to make
low producing cows profitable.
In the milking enterprise high efficiency in one measure offered no
assurance of high net return.

The most successful enterprises were those

that were better than average in the greatest number of efficiency measures.

(93 pages)

INTRODUCTION
The milking enterprise has always been a substantial source of
income to the agricultural sector of the United States.

According to

the United States Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Statistic s
~it.,
bill~on

p.• 3-nl ), the total inc ome from American farms in 1963 was 12.0
dollars, of whic h milk cont ributed 4.55 billion or 37.9 percent

of the total.
The total number of cows in t he United State s has been decr easing
At the same time the t ota l a~ of m~lk p~o duced increased
V'l. ~~ (
c C'-'1' Itt- .:J f. y (~ ,..I
until l9Q5 and then has decreased :" The number of enterprises produc ing
since 1950.

milk has decreas ed.

Therefore, t he number of cows per enterprise and

pounds of milk per cow is inc r easing.
According to the Utah Dairy Herd Improvement Association's Annual
Summary, during the past 10 year s t he number of cows per enterprise on
their members' farms in Utah. llf'hiefl h:w 1 ude s t he area

9-f~ttrdy,

has

increased from 25 in 1955 to 47 in 1965, and the amount of mi lk fat
produced per cow has ri sen from 384 pounds per cow per year in 1955 to
457 pounds per cow per year in 1965, (Taill

J) ?

Individual dairymen and dairymen's organizations have given a great
amount of attention and concern to the economies derived from thes e and
other factors associated with milk production.

Many~en

are asking

the question, "What is the most 'profitable' s i ze milking en terpri se to
operate?" and, "Does high pr oduction per cow i ncreas e net return, or

does cost rise PTOportionately as production is increased?"

Most dairy-

men who plan to continue to make their livelihood from the milk producing
industry are faced with these questions .

Table l.

Number of cows per enterprise and pounds of milk produced per
cow, D.H.I.A. herds, Utah, 1955 and 1965.

Item

1955

1965

10' 140

16,491

9 , 925

12,326

384

457

Cows per herd (number)

25

47

Milk per farm (pounds)

253,500

775,077

Cows completing a testing year
(number)
Production of milk per cow
(pounds)
Production of fat per cow
(pounds)

Source:

Utah Dairy Herd Improvement Association Annual Summary, Utah
State University, Logan . 1965. p. 3.

After cost and net return of the milking enterprise have been
determined and compared for each of several herd sizes, production
levels, and other associated factors, solutions to the prevailing problems may be better determined.
Objectives of the Study
The objectives of this study were:

1.

To determine total and unit cos t and net return to the milking

enterprise for selected D.H.I.A.
2.

1

herds in Northern Utah.

To determine to what extent economies of size of herd,

~evel

of

production per cow, and other factors affect the cost and net return of
the milking enterprise.
3.
measures

To recommend to dairymen ways of improving efficiency based on
2

that were associated with financial success of the milking

enterprise.

1
Dairy Herd Improvement Association i s an ass oci ati on organized for
the purpose of obtaining individu al cow and herd production records for
members. Dairy Herd Improvement Association will hereafter be referred
to as D.H.I.A,
2
Efficiency measure s refer to those facto rs that affect either
production cost or receipts of the mi lking enterprise that are controllable, to a degree, by the en terpris e manager .
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The cost and net return of the milking enterprise have been the
subject of many studies throughout the United States.

Even though

conditions in other areas of the United States and earlier in the state
of Utah may not be like those of today in Northern Utah, a sample of
studies which might contribute to this study are reviewed herein with
one or more study in each subject area of this study.
Two studies pertaining to the cost and net return from producing
milk are reviewed first.

In later studies reviewed, one pertains more

directly to the efficiencies of size of herd, another pertains to production level per cow, and the final one pertains to other factors
associated with milk production.
In Utah, the most recent study was undertaken by E. M. Morrison
(1957) when he presented a cost and return study for grade A and
manufacture milk production in selected areas of Utah during 1956.
his study, producers were selected from two counties.

In

They were divided

by the type of milk produced, grade A or manufac turing.

Data were

collected by the survey method with enumerators interviewing farmers.
Cache County grade A producers had gross receipts of $1.22 per
pound of butterfat.

Included in the receipts were:

(a) price the

producer received from his processor, (b) farm market value of milk fed
on the farm or used in the home, (c) value of the calf at

days of age,

(d) value of manure calculated on the basis of fertilizer elements, and

5

(e) net increase in the inventory value .

Total expense was $1.20 per

pound of butterfat leaving 2 cents per pound net return.
In Sanpete County, pr oducer s ' gross receipts for grade A milk were
$1.41 per pound of butterfat including all cash and credits.

Average

cost was $1.39 per pound, leaving 2 cents net return.
For manufacturing milk, the producers' received 93 cents per pound
of butterfat.

Total expense was $1.22 making a negative net return of

29 cents per pound of butterfat.

Labor considered as a single cost

accounted for 21 to 30 percent of total cost.

Labor was used more effi-

ciently in herds over 30 cows than in smaller herds.

Morrison concluded

that labor was used inefficiently and was an area where farmers could
readily reduce cost by improving efficiency.
Feed cost was the greatest expense and showed the greatest amount
of variation among farmers.

Constituents of the feed varied so much

that no conclusions cou ld be made about what feeds were fed for higher
production.

However, it was concluded that, in general, high feed cost

per cow and per pound of butterfat was not associated with high butterfat
per cow.
The general concl usions on how to make a profit were:

(a) high

levels of butterfat production are essential to success, (b) fewer hours of
labor (meaning more efficient methods and adequate size of herd) spent per
cow gave highest net return, (c) larger herds were more profitable than
small ones, (d) feed was the largest single cost item, but there was no
close relationship between high levels of grain feeding and high levels of
butterfat production per cow, (e) high receipts per cow (more milk to sell

and price per pound of butterfat) were accompanied by highest net return,
(f) efficient performance in size of herd, butterfat per cow, labor per
cow, average receipts per pound of butterfat, and feed cost per pound of
butterfat paid high dividends, (g) the one-third most profitable herds
averaged 27.5 cows producing 372 pounds of butterfat.

These herds had

low investment per cow, low labor cost per cow, low feed cost per cow,
and consequently, low total cost per cow.
Frazer and Torbet (1958) made a study of actual "out of pocket" cost
of producing milk as well as actual income received by dairies operating
in Los Angeles metropolitan area.

They classified their data on the

basis of small dairies (100 to 140 milking cows), medium dairies (141
to 200 milking cows), and large dairies (201 to 325 milking cows) in
order to give some indication of operating results by size of the dairy.
In their study, they selected 38 dairies and continued to use the
same 38 for three years to avoid comparisons between operations that were
not similar.

In selecting their sample, they excluded all dairies that

raised any substantial numbers of their own replacements or had any
appreciable amount of pasture.
All cost and return was on a pound of butterfat basis.

It was found

that small farms had a net return of 16 cents per pound while the medium
and large dairies had a net return of 18 cents per pound.

They concluded

that larger dairy farms were slightly more efficient in labor and feed,
but size was not concluded to be a major factor contributing to efficiency.
As a summary, they presented seven important factors affecting
efficiency.

They explained that the average level of performance for any

one of the factors was not par ti cu l arly high by itself, and dairymen s hou ld
try to maintain good ef fi ciency in all factors, neglecting none,
t ors were:

The fac-

(a) pounds of butterfat per cow , (b) pounds of butterfat per

month per milking cow, (c ) percent dry cows , (d) hours per cow, (e) per cent
t ota l digestible nutri ents over s tandards from Feeds and Feeding by Frank B.
Morrison, (f) price per ton of hay, and (g) price per ton of concentrates .
Kadlic and House (1963) conc l ude that there is no magic size for a
her d of dairy cows.

They supp ort t he ir sta tement with facts deri ve d from

a study of farmer s in t he Louisvi ll e , Kentucky milkshed in 1957.

First,

the leas t ef fi c ient manager, indicated by l ow producing cows and high produc tion cost, will lose money on all herd sizes.

Second, the aver age

manager can cover all cos t s only when he milks 45 cows.

Third, the mo st

efficient manager, indica te d by high producing cows and l ow pr oduct ion
c ost, can make a profit with any size her d, but he c an make more pr of i t
with over 70 cows.
In their study, the average dairyman ' s cows pr oduced 7,600 pounds
of milk per cow with a labor cost of $84 per cow,

The most efficient

dairyman, however, had cows pr odu cing 9,790 pounds of milk per cow, and
labor co st per cow was reduced to $48 .

Other factors were involved, bu t

labor cost and pounds of milk produced per cow were the main indicators
of efficiency.
Kadlic and House concluded that the average herd of 40 to 50 cows
had less labor, building , feed, milk hauling, and veterinary costs than
the average herd of a sma ll er or larger number of cows.
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More recently, Joseph D. Brown (1966) has made a study of the
factors associated with the cost of producing milk for higher producing
dairy herds in Georgia.

He found the average cost to produce 100 pounds

of 4 percent butterfat equivalent milk was $5.37.
Mr. Brown's study indicated that production per cow was of most
importance in reducing costs,

For each 100 pounds inc rease in production

per cow the average cost decreased 2,7 cents per 100 pounds of milk.
Because of the importance of

p~oduction

with increasing production were studied,

per cow, factors associated

Conclusions were that more

feed consumed per cow was associated with higher production.

Years of

testing with Dairy Herd Improvement Association was also a factor affecting
the production.
Other factors associated with cost of producing milk were herd size,
labor per cow, and investment per cow.

Mr. Brown concluded that increased

herd size was not statistically significant when related to lower cost
per 100 pounds of milk, but labor was statistically signifi c ant in that
fewer hours per cow reduced cost per 100 pounds of milk.
also s tatistically significant .

Investment wa s

With lower investment per cow , the cost

of pr oducing 100 pounds of milk was lower .
Hughes (1963) has presented a study of dairy farms in the state of
Pennsylvania.

He states that during the past 30 years in Pennsylvania,

90,000 dairymen left the dairy business and he expects more to leave the
business in the near future.
Mr. Hughes had several questions:
in farmers?

"What is causing this decrease

In areas where resources and other factors such as land,

climate, capital, labor, and prices are similar, why is there such a
tremendous variation in income?"

Hughes cited the example of 54 unit demonstration farms in Pennsylvania
during 1961.

The highest net farm income was $14,622.04 while the lowest

income was a minus $305.

The cow numbers and farm acres were about the

same on the two farms.
Hughes said that price is often cited as the answer, but in his
example the highest income farm received $4.20 per 100 pounds of milk
compared to $4.46 per 100 pounds on the lowest income farm,

He also

stated that size is felt to be the answer, but he concluded that more
cows on more acres on any given farm operation may reduce income rather

than increase income.

Size does not guarantee a desired level of income

for a specific farm.
The reason some dairymen make more profit than others, Hughes concluded, is summed up in one word--management,

Dairy Herd Improvement

Association's records are used by successful farmers to cull unprofitable
cows and to figure feed need s of produc t ive c ows.
Effi c iency in labor us e is another fa c t or wh ich i s di re c tly related
t o higher income, as i s machinery effic iency,

The mos t effi ci ent farmer

combines all phases of h is busine s s into a well coor dinate d operat i on ,
The average income farmer may be good in one phase of his operation and
poor in another.

The lowest income dairyman is below average in most

phases of his business.

This means that there i s no one individual fa c tor

which can be checked to determine a dairyman's weakness.

All fa c tors must

be studied and adjustments made i n management i n or der to c ompete suc.c essfull.y
in the dairy industry.
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SOURCE OF DATA AND METHOD OF PROCEDURE
Population and Sample
Population of this study was limited to 115 commerc ial rnembers

1

of Dairy Herd Improvement Association (D.H.I . A.) in Cache, Box Elder,
and Weber Counties, Utah, that sold milk in bulk to processors.

2

D.H.I.A.

herds were used because data containing size of herd and level of production were available whereas this information was not availabl e for
nonmembers.

Church or s tate-owned enterprises and retail raw milk pr o-

ducers3 were eliminated because their production and marketing costs
were considered to be different from those of typical commercial firms
which were the subject of this study.
Ninety-one

o~e

115 D.H.I.A. members produced market milk,

remaining 24 produced manufacturing milk.

5

4

the

Production cost of market

milk producers was considered to be sufficiently different from manu1commercial members refer to dairymen who own or lease and operate
their own business.
2
Processors refer to firms that buy r aw mi lk in bulk from dairymen
and process it into salable products.
3
Retail raw milk producers refer to those dairymen who produce and
sell raw milk directly to consumers.
4
Market milk refers to milk that is produced under strict sanitary
conditions and can be pr ocesse d and sold as f luid milk or cream, cottage
cheese, or any other dairy product.
5
Manufacturing milk refers to milk that is used as raw material for
production of dairy product s such as butter or cheese, but cannot be pr ocessed and sold as fluid milk or cre am.
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facturing milk producers to necessitate dividing them into two
populations.

su~-

The sample consisted of 64 market milk producers or 70,1

percent of the sub-population of market milk producers.

Eleven producers

or 45 percent of the sub•population was included in the samp le of manufacturing milk producers.
The s ample of manufacturing mi lk producers was selecte d from its
s ub-populati on by random methods ,
and level of production
to analysis.

7

In the market milk area, size of herd

6

were considered to be two factors most important

Therefore, the sub-·population was stratified by each of the

two factors to insure an adequate number of observations in all areas of

both factors,

D.H.I.A. data s uppl ied necessary information to accomplish

such stratification,
Stra tification was performed by first dividing the population into
three groups of herd sizes,

Enterprises with herds of 50 or more milk

cows wer e placed in the first group; the second group included enterprises
with herds between 35 and 49 cows; and the third, enterprises with herds
of 34 or less cows .
The sub-population was then divided into three group s ac c ording to
level of production,

The first group included enterpr i se s with a herd

average of 500 or more pounds of milk fat

8

per cow per year; t he sec ond

included enterprises with a herd average of between 450 and 499 pounds
6
size of herd refers to average number of milk c ows in the milking
enterprise for a calendar year .
7
Level of production refers to yearly herd average of milk fat
production per cow.
8
Milk fat is the same as butterfat referred to in the Review of
Literature. The name of the lipide s c ontained in milk has been changed
by the dairy industry and will be referred to hereafter as milk fat,
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of milk fat per cow per year; and the third group included enterprises
with a herd average of 449 or less pounds of milk fat per cow per year.
The sub--population of market milk producers thus divided consisted
of nine groups each with a spec ified range in number of cows per herd
and level of production.
from each group.

A random sample of eight enterprises was drawn

In tho·se groups which had fewer than eight pr oducer s

100 percent of t he producers were included in the sample.
Herd average milk fat production per cow per year compu ted from
records of dairymen and processors differed from the average of the
same herd obtained from D.H.I.A. data,

To keep enterprises in approxi -

mately the same group, the herd average boundary was reduced by 50 pounds
for each group .

This changed the level of production boundaries to 450

or more pounds of milk fat, 400 t o 449 pounds, and 399 or less pounds for
the first, second, and third groups respectively (Table 2).
After the level of production stratification was changed, some of
the nine groups had more than eight enterprises,

It was assumed, however,

that the sample in each of the nine groups conta i ned the same percent of
population as it did previ ous ly.

Data were collected by the survey method.

The selected sampl e of

dairymen was interviewed, and eac h dairyman' s answers recorded on pre-

pared schedules.

Cache, Box Elder, and Weber Counties were se lec ted

because of similar producti on and marketing co nditions.

Dairymen of

these three counties supply one -third of the mi lk in the state .

l3

Table 2,

Stratified sample and percent of producers included in samp le,
selected D,H,I,A. herds, Northern Utah, 1965
Percent of

Number
of
group

Number of
cow/herd
range

(number)

(number)

Herd average
pounds of
milk fat/
cow range

(pounds)

Number of

producers'

Number of

enterprises

enterprises

included in
sample

sub population
included in
sample

in population
(number)

(number)

(percent)

50 or more

450 or more

50 or more

400 - 449

3

50 or more

0 - 399

21

4

35 - 49,9

450 or more

12

35 - 49,9

400 - 449

ll

6

35 - 49,9

0 - 399

13

6

47

0 - 34.9

450 or more

10

10

100

8
Total

100
80
12

57
57
56

0 - 34,9

400 - 449

0 - 34,9

0 - 399

6

6

100

0 -155.4

0 - 698

91

64

70

100

Information collected from dairymen inc luded all cost and receipts
of the milking enterprise.

When a complete r ecor d of milk sold was not

obtainable from the dairymen, permissi on was received to obtain the
information from the processor,

It was necessary to cal culate certa in

data from information collected fr om dairymen and other sources,

The

following paragraphs indicate which data and how they were calculated.
Depreciation on buildings and corrals was determined by the
straight line method,

This was done by dividing t he initial cost of

the building or corral by its economic l ife .
and corrals was obtained from empirical data.

Initial cost of buildings
Economic life was considered

14

to be 35 years

9

for buildings and corra ls made from a substantial material

such as concrete or metal,

For buildings made of less substantial material,

the economic life was considered to be 25 years, the amount allowed by the
Internal Revenue Service .
Depreciation on equipment was calculated by the same method, except
a 10 percent salvage value was subtracted from the initial cost before
dividing by the economic life which was considered to be 10 years ~
10 years of use most equipment is either worn out or obsolete.

After

A 10 per-

cent salvage value was subtracted since that is the approximate value of
scrap metal in a piece of worn - out equipment.
~

Amount of capital invested in buildings and equipment was obtained

by calculating the average of the year's beginning and ending inventory
of buildings and equipment.

These two inventories were found by sub-

tracting the approximate depreciation for each year the building or
equipment had been in use from the initial cost.
Taxes on buildings, equipment, land and livestock were calculated
by multiplying their assessed value by the appropriate county mill levy.
The milking enterprise of the farm was considered as a separate
unit.

-tft.u

feed, whether home-grown or purchased, was added to cost.

The purchase price was used as the value of hay purchased.

Home-grown

feed was valued at the price the dairyman estimated would have been paid

9
Thirty -five years was used because that is about the average
number of years one man will operate a milking enterprise, and dairy
buildings generally become obsolete before they are passed to another
generation.
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if feed was valued at the price the dairyman estimated would have been
paid if feed had been sold from the stack on the farm.

Replacement cows

were charged against the milking enterprise at their estimated value
when they first entered the milking herd,
All products produced by the enterprise, whether sold or used on
the farm, were valued and added to receipts.

Milk used by the farm

family or fed on the farm was valued at the average market price of milk
sold.

Calves were valued at five days old and cull cows were receipted

at market value at the time of culling.
Analysis procedure
After data were collected and individual schedules were completed
and summarized, aggregrate summaries were made.

Information was trans-

ferred from original records to tabulation sheets which facilitated
summarizing and analyzing the data.

The sample of market milk producers

was analyzed and the results presented in the first four analysis sections,
The average of all factors used in analyzing the sample of market
milk producers was computed for each of the nine groups or sub-samples
resulting from the stratified sample.

Before any or all of the nine

averages were combined, they were weighted by the total number of enterprises in their particular stratum,

Weighting was done by dividing the

total of each group by the percent of population in the stratum that was
included in the sample and then multiplying the quotient by 100,
Net return or profitability of the enterprise was determined by
calculating the weighted average of total receipts and subtracting the
weighted average of total cost ,

All fa c tors making up total receipts

and total cost were analyzed individuall y.
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Cross tabular analysis was used in analyzing the relation which
existed between various factors studied,

This method allowed comparison

of variation in one factor with that of others.

Records were classified

into groups according to one factor (causal) in an effort to hold the
affect of that factor relatively constant within a specified range.
Averages were than calculated for other factors within that range.

In

that way, it was shown whether averages of other factors increased or
decreased as the causal fac tor changes from one level to another.
The sample of market milk producers was s tratified by herd size
and level of production, and hence is not a rand·om sample for all other
factors analyzed by cross tabular analysis; nor can it be weighted to
stimulate the population.

However, since the sample includes 70 percent

of the population, it should be an adequate representation for an analysis
of factors involved.
The sample of manufacturing producers was analyzed and presented
in the final analysis section,
return were analyzed.

Only tota l cost , total receipts and net

No attempt was made to determine factors associated

with success, since the sample of manufacturing milk producers was limited.
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ANALYSIS OF COST ITEMS INCURRED FROM
PRODUCTI6N OF MARKET MILK
By weighting

1

the average value of inputs developed from this s tudy

with the tot al number of herds in each stratum, average cost of producing
100 pounds of market milk on D.H.I.A. members ' enterprises was obtained,
The average cost varied s ubstantially with the individual operator.

Pro-

duction cos t ranged from $6.37 p.er 100 pounds of milk for an average of
the 10 highest cost herds to $3.74 for an average of the 10 lowest cost
herds.

The weighted average for the entire stu dy was $4.71.

Sixty-four enterprises studied averaged 561,895 pounds of milk per
enterpri se at a cost of $26,468.00 .

The 561,895 pounds of milk were

produced by appr oximately 49 cows averaging 11,467 pounds per cow.
Average cost per cow per year
Feed cost

3

2

was $538.24.

was $259.88 per cow per year.

This amounted to 48.27

percent of the total production cos t (Table 3) and was the largest cost
item.

Labor cost

4

was $74.96 per cow per year amounting to 13.93 per cent

1
weighting was done by dividing the total of each stratum by the
percent of the population in the stratum that wa s included in the sample,
then multiplying the quotient by 100,
2
cow per year refer s to one cow in the milking enterprise for the
calendar year 1965.
3
Feed cost re fe rs to cost of all feed, whether home grown or
purchased, which was fed to all cows, whether milk ing or dry, in the
milking enterprise during the ca l endar year 1965,
4
Labor cost refers to cost of all labor, whether performed by
operator and family or hired, which was used in caring for the milking
enterprise during the calendar year 1965.
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of the total cost and was the second largest single c ost it em,
operating cost

5

amounted to $20 3,40 per cow per year.

All other

In order to analyze

total cost more c losely, each cost item was analyzed individually,

Tablet, {

Totaljos~of

~orth~n

pr oducing market.
Utah, 1965
Cost per

Feed cost /
Labor co st ./
Interest
Depreciation
Hauling milk /
Tractor & truck cost
Breeding fee s ~
Utilities V
~ edic i ne & veterinary f ees /
D. H.I.A. fee s
- Repairs
. Sanitation s upplie s v'
Bedding /
Taxes
A, D.A. fees a /

selecte d D. H.I.A. her ds,

year

Cost per
100 pounds
of milk

Perc ent
of total
cost

(dollars)

(dollars)

(percent)

259.88
74.96
53.64
47 .59
26.42

2.28
. 66
.47
.41
.23

48.27
13.93
9,97
8.84
4.91

18.87
8 .08
6 .69
6. 28
5.90

.17
.07
. 06
.05
.05

3.51
1.50
1.24
1. 17
1.10

5.89
5 . 58
5.20
4.49
4.45

.os

1.09
1.04
,97
.83
.83

cow per

Cost item

mil~

. 05
.05
. 04
.04

Health inspe ction fees •'
Insurance /
Water
Mis ce llaneou s cos t

1.49
1. 20
1,07
~

.01
.01
. 01
. 00 5

.28
.22
.20
____,_!Q

Total

538.24

4 . 715

100.00

American Dairy Assoc iation

m'~

5
other operating cost refe.rs to
enterprise, exc lud i ng fee d and labor cos t for t he ca lendar year 1965.

co<•' oo•< o' o' '''''"' '"'

'-....._
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Feed Cost
The largest single cost to the milking enterprise was feed.

For

individual enter·prises, feed cost ranged from J5 to 57 pe·r cent of the
total cost of producing milk.

All feed, whether home grown or purchased,

was included in the cost .
Mixture and amount of feed varied s ubstantially with i ndividual
enterprises.

Hay and concentrates were the major components and were

fed in every enterprise.

Silage was fed on 78 percent of the enterprises,

and 59 percent of the dairymen either pas tured their milk cows or fed
green chop during the summer.
In most cases, hay consisted of cured alfalfa .

herds were fed some grass hay or oat hay.
per cow was 9,697 pound s a year.

However, a few

The average amount of hay fed

Cost of hay averaged $115.04 per cow

per year or about 44.27 percent of t ot al feed cost (Table 4) .

Table 4.

Amount and cost of f eed per cow per year and pe r 100 pounds of
market milk, selected D. H.I.A. herd s , Northern Utah, 1965
Percent
of total
feed cost
( perc ent)

(dollars)

Pound s
fed/100
lbs. milk
(pounds)

Hay

9,697

115.04

83.17

1.01

44.27

Concentrates

3,583

84.57

30.72

• 74

32.54

Silage

9,020

35.58

77.43

. 31

13.69

Pasture or
a
green chop

1, 720a

22.66

14 .75

,20

8. 72

___2,Ql

.33

~
2, 28

-~

Item

Minerals
Total

Pounds
fed/cow
I ':lear
(pounds)

39

Cost/cow
Ee.r :z:ear

259.88

aPounds of hay replaced by pa sture or green chop

Cos t/100
pounds
of milk
( dollars )

100 , 00
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Concentrates fed varied both in amount and mixture,
barley and dried beet pulp were main constituents,

Ground or rolled

Oats, wheat, bran,

cottonseed meal, sorghum syrup, and commercially mixed dairy feed were
also fed .

Concentrates amounted to $84.57 per cow per year and made up

32.54 percent of total feed cost.
Corn silage was the main silage fed, but a few dairymen fed beet
top silage,

Silage ranked third in cost, amounting to $35.58 per cow per

year or 13,69 percent of total feed cost,
Pasture and green chop were evaluated

6

by the value of the hay that

would have been fed if cows had not been pastured or fed green chop.

No

difference was observed in the amount of concentrates fed when cows were
on pasture or fed hay.

Most herds were fed some hay along with the

pasture or green chop.

Pasture and green chop contributed $22.66 per

cow per year or 8.72 percent of total feed cost.
Minerals were fed free choi c e to all herds.

Those dairymen feeding

commercially mixed dairy feed also had some minerals in the mix.

Min-

erals cost only $2.03 per cow per year, thus contributing 0,78 percent
to total feed cost .

6
Pasture and green chop were evaluated by subtrac ting the amount
of hay fed per day while c ows were being pastured or fed green chop
from the average amount of hay fed just prior to and after the pasture
or green chop season. This estimated daily amount of hay saved was
multiplied by the number of days the animals were pastured or fed green
chop to get the total amount of hay equivalent pasture or green chop.
Total hay equivalent was multiplied by average pri c e of hay estimated
by the dairyman to get the value of the pasture or green chop , Harvesting
cost was subtracted from hay equivalent value of pasture, since the cows
did the harvesting of the pasture .
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Labor Cost
Labor cost made up 13 . 93 per cent of the t o tal cost of producing
mi lk.

In most ins tanc es, labor was performed by the operator and his

family .

However, several enterprises hired some labor and one enter-

prise wa s en t irely operated by hired labor,

On enterprises where ch ild-

ren worked, their labor was converted to man -hour equivalents,
done by evaluating a child 16 years o ld as equal to one man .

This was
One-eighth

of a man -hour equivalent was deducted f or each year o f age under 16.
A uniform rate of $1 . 39
the operator and his family.

7

per man-hour was all owed for payment t o
Hired labor was charged the actua l amount

from empir ic al data .
On the average enter pri se , 53 ,6 man-hours of labor were requ ired
per cow per year at a cost of $74,96 .

The actual milki ng operat ion

required 26 ·man-hour s per cow per year or 50.06 percent of t ota l labor
cos t (Table 5),

Fee ding livestock took nine man-hours per cow pe r year

or 16. 71 percent of ' total labor cost.

Pre par ing to milk and c lean ing

the barn and milking equipment used 15.01 percent of the total labor
cos t.

Cleaning corrals and cleaning and bedding cow l ounges

14,59 percent of t he l abor cost.

8

requir ed

Miscellaneous work, such as veterinary

7
The wage of $1. 39 an hour wa s ca lculated by all owing $1.44 an hour
f or milking time s inc e thi s was the a ver age amount paid hi re d help in
this study. For al l other work, $1 .34 an hour wa s allowed. This was
the aver age wage paid farm l aborer s in the s tate of Ut ah based on Far m
Labor, U.S.D.A. Statistical Report i ng Service,
8
c leaning corral s and cleaning and bedding cow loung es included
loading manure into the manure spreader, but l abor required to haul
manure to the field wa s no t charged t o the milking enterprise,
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work performed by the operator, trimming cows ' hoofs, etc., took 2.72
hours per cow per year or 3 . 63 percent of total labor cost.

Table 5.

Average amount and cost of labor used per cow per year for
producing market milk, selected D.H.I.A. herds, Northern Utah,
1965

Operation

Operator
and
family
(hours)

Hired

Total cost
per cow
per year

Percent
of total
labor cost

(hours)

(dollars)

(percent)

Milking

23

3.0

37.52

50.06

Feeding

8

l.O

12.53

16.71

Preparing to milk
and cleaning barn
and equipment

8

0.9

ll. 25

15.01

0.7

10.94

14 .59

Cleaning corrals
and cow lounge
Miscellaneous

__.?.

.9..:2.

...l:..!l..l

~

Total

48

5.6

74.96

100.00

Other Operating Cost
The third largest cost was interest allowed for capital investment.
A rate of

percent

was allowed for investment in land, buildings, and base; and

percent

It amounted to $53 .64 per cow per year (Table 3) .

was allowed for investment in equipment and cows.

Receipts from milk

were received twice a month alleviating the necessity of having large
amounts of capital tied up in operating expense, therefore, no interest
was charged on operating capital.

No interest was charged on capital
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invested in stored feed.

In this study the average price of hay was

$24 . 80 per ton and the average price of concentrates was $48.50 per ton,
which were approximately 6 percent greater than the average farm price of
hay and concentrates in Utah based on the average prices from Agriculture
Prices, U.S.D . A. Statistics Rep orting Service.

Therefore, no interest

was charged on feed since the price from this study wa s so c lo se to the
average price of feed calculated on a monthly basis.
Depreciation was the fourth largest item in the total cost and
amounted to $47.59 per cow per year.

Depreciation wa s figured as the

difference between the year's beginning and ending inventory of buildings
and equipment .
Hauling milk was the fifth largest expense item.

All dairymen

except one had t o pay transportation cost t o get their mi lk to the pr ocessing factory .

The exception was the sole pr oducer for a small inde -

pendent pr ocessor who paid the milk hauling expense.

The charge for

hauling milk was either 21 cents, 22 cents, or 25 cents per 100 pounds
depending upon the distance the milk had to be shippe d .

Average cost

per cow per year was $26.42 and amounted to 4.91 percent of total cost
(Table 5).
Tractors were used both i n feeding cows and cleaning corra l s and
lounges.

Trucks wer e used when feeding cows in a few enterprises.

Since their use was a sma ll percent of the entire farm

9

use, cost was

9
Farm refer s to a group of enterprises combined into one firm and
operated by the same management.
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figured at a rental rate of $1 . 90 an hour
milking enterprise .

10

for each hour of use in the

A charge of $18.87 per cow per year was attributed

to tractor and truck us e.
Breeding fees from artificial insemination ranged from $6.50 to
$10.00 per cow depending upon the area and the sire selected.

The average

breeding fee was $8 .08 per cow per year or 1.50 percent of total cost.
Utilities s uch as gas and electricity amounted to $6.69 per cow per
year, and medicine and veterinary fees were $6.28 per cow per year.
These amounted to 1. 24 and 1.17 percent of the total cost, respe ctive ly.
Building and equipment repair s were $5.89 per cow per year which was
1.10 percent of total cost .
Sanitation supplies included soap, disinfectant, aci d, bru s hes,
iodine, etc .

These items were necessary to keep the barn and cows sani-

tary enough to qualify for production of market milk.

Sanitation sup(ilies

amounted to $5.58 per cow per year.
Taxes were figured by mu l tiplying the assessed value of land,
buildings, equipment, and cows by the appropriate county mill levy.
They amounted to $4.49 per cow per year.
American Dairy Association fees (A.D.A.) were asses sed at 4 cents
per 100 pounds of milk sold, which amounted to $4.45 per cow per year.
Health inspection cos t the dairymen 1.5 cents per 100 pounds of milk
with an upper limit of $72 per year in Cache County and $108 per year in
10
The $1.90 an hour was determined by multiplying the hourly cost
of a tractor (based on Maximizing Incomes from Sevier County Farms by
Lynn H. Davis) by the 1965 price index.
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Box Elder and Weber Counties,

This amounted to $1.49 per cow per

year.
Insurance varied as to the items covered.
fire insurance on buildings.

Most dairymen had

Several insured their hay, but live-

stock was not insured on any enterprise.

Insurance cost amounted to

$1.20 per cow per year.
Location of some enterprises made it possible for dairies to use
metered water to water l ives t ock and wash barns and corra l s.
used wells or creeks.

Water cost was $1 .07 per cow per year .

Others
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ANALYSIS OF RECEIPTS OF MARKET MILK
Total receipts amounts to $4.65 per 100 pounds of milk or $531.18
per cow per year .

Eighty-eight and twenty-four one hundredths percent

of total receipts came from milk sold, 6.08 percent from the va lu e of
calves produced by the enterprise, 2.'.7.9 percent from milk not sold, 2.69
percent from manure credits, and .20 percent resulted from net increased
livestock inventory (Table 6).

Table~ Total receip.ts from the milking enterprise,

herdtr Northern Utah, 1965

~~i;.feifei~Rt:i?~u..1o~'.;-

Receipts per
cow per year

Receipts/100
pounds of milk
produced

Percent of
total receipts

(dollars)

(dollars)

(percent)

468.69

4.10

88.24

Value of calves

32.31

.28

6.08

Value of milk not sold

14.84

.13

2.79

Value of manure

14.30

.13

2.69

1.04

.Ol

_____,_lQ

·~531.18

\4.65

~100.00

Receipt items
Value of milk sold

Net 1i ves tock inventory
increase
Total

'
Ninety-seven percent of the milk pr oduced was sold, making up the
majority of receipts from the milking enterprise.

Price per 100 pounds

of milk was a primary factor for calc ul ating receipts.

The average price

received for all market milk sold was $4.24 per 100 pounds.
receipts from the sale of milk were $468.69 per cow per year.

Total
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Variation in price to individual enterprises was explained generally
by three variables:

the milk fat test, and processor to whom milk was

sold, and the percent of milk that was sold as base and sur plus.

1

Price for milk increases .085 cents per 100 pounds for every .1
percent of milk fat above: 3.5 percent and decreases .085 cents per 100
pounds for every .1 percent below.
The majority of market milk was sold to three l ar ge processors.
However, several dairymen sold milk to other smaller pr ocessors .

Average

prices for 100 pounds of milk adjusted to 3 . 5 percent milk fat during
1965 was $4.25 at one processor, $4.21 at the second, and $4 .1 2 at the
third.

Difference between the three prices is basically explained by

the class-price system

2

which deterntines a blend price according to t he

percent of milk used in each of three classes, and the amount of milk
purchased by the processor as "surplus".

The l arger the percent of milk

1

Base and surp lu s refers to the plan used to encourage dairymen to
produce milk uniformly throughout the year. With this method the dairyman owns base which entitles him to sell a certain amount of milk for
which he receives a higher price. For all over his base (surplus) he
receives a lower price, One pound of base allows a dairyman to sell one
pound of milk per day for the higher price as long as he owns the base.
The base was established by taking an average of the dairyman's monthly
production for the previous fall months. Base may be purchased from
other dairymen who own base. The average price for base was estimated
by dairymen as $10 per pound.
2
Class price system refers to a plan used when individual producers
receive a blend price determined from two or more different prices for
milk delivered to the processor. The highest price was paid for Class I
milk or that portion of the milk that is sold to consumers as fluid mi lk
or cream, The next highest price was for Cla ss II milk or that poJ;tion
of milk that was sold as cottage cheese. The lowest price was for the
remainder of the milk, Class III, that processed into other dairy products.
Class I and II milk must be processed from market milk, Class III can
come from either market or manufacturing milk.
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purchased as "surplus", the lower the price average pe r 100 pounds of
milk .
· Value of calves produced by the enterprise contributed $32 . 31 per
cow per year and made up 6.08 percent of total receipts.
were sold were valued from empirical data.

Calves that

Value of c alves not sold was

estimated by dairymen with the variation in value indicating quality of
the calf .

Value ranged from $25 to $50 for heifer ca lve s with an average

of $29 . 53 .

Value of bull ca lves ranged from $15 to $30 with the average

being $21.29.
Value of milk not sold contributed $14 . 84 per cow per year,

This

milk was either used by the farm family or fed to calves or other animals
on the farm.
Manure credits

3

amounted to $14.30 per cow per year calculated by

estimating 13 tons per cow per ye ar and va lued at $1.10 per ton.

Thirteen

tons were used instead of 15 tons estimated by Frank B. Morris on because
most enterprises had indivi dual cow s tall s in their l ounges which reduced the amount of bedding used, and most enterprises had large lounging
corrals used during the s ummer from which the manur e was no t salvaged.
The elemental fertilizer va l ue of manure was current l y calcu lated as
$2.50 per ton when the manure was spread on the field .

For this study

the manure was valued when it was scraped from corrals and loaded in
3
Manure credits were the monetary value placed on the manure that
was dropped by cows . Manure val ue was ba sed on Chapter 24 of Feeds ·and
Feeding by Frank B. Morrison. Manure and bedding for one cow equals 15
ton per year . The price of elemental fertilizer was obtained and pound·s
of nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium in the manure was then valued.
Manure was valued at $2.50 per ton when s pread on the field.
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manure spreaders.

The labor and capital costs of applying the manure to

4
the field, $1.40 per ton , was not charged to the milking enterprise,
therefore, the milking enterprise was credited $1.10 per ton of manure
produced instead of $2.50 per ton.

Value of manure was not increased for

cows pastured since cows were only pastured during the day and were kept
in corrals and the barn during milking time and at night.

Therefore,

only a small percent of manure could have been deposited directly to the
field by the cows,

Net livestock inventory increase was determined by adding value of
livestock p•Jrchased (cows raised on the farm were considered purchased)
during the year to the year's beginning livestock inventory value subtracting the value of livestock sold and the year's ending livestock
inventory value with results being e i ther a livestock inventory value
inc~ease

or decrease.

Net live s tock inventory value iQcrease contri-

buted only $1.04 per cow per year to total receipts.

4
cost of applying manure t o the field was $1.40 per ton based on
Cost of Operating Machines by Lynn H. Davis and Glynn Phillips, 1962.
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NET RETURN, RETURN TO MANAGEMENT OPERATOR
A!.'D FAMILY LABOR, AND CAP ITAL
Net return from the milking enterprise was calculated by deducting
total enterprise cost from total enterprise receipts (Table 7).

Net

return per enterprise ranged from minus $5,288 for an aver·age of 10 least
profitable enterprises to plus $6,140 for an average of 10 most profitable enterprises, with a weighted average of all enterprises being minus
$335 per year,

Net ret'lrn to the enterprise was considered to closely

approach return for manageme·nt since n.o cha·rge for rrtanageme·nt was included
iri calculation of cost.

Although labor and capital cost were charged t o

the enterprise, they were a return to operator and family as wages and
interest to the extent that they performed the labor and owned the capital.

Table 7.

Net return from the milking enterprise, selected D.H.I.A. herds,
Northern Utah, 1965

Item

Per
enterprise

Per c.ow

Total receipts

(dollars)
26' 133

(dollars)
531.18

(dollars)
4.65

Total cost

26,468

538.24

4.715

Net return to enter prise & management

(-)335

( - )7.06

(-).065

Per 100 pounds
of milk produced

If cost of operator and famil y labor were added to net return, a
return of $3,028 to the enterprise, management, and to operator and
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family labor was obtained (Table 8).

If net return, plus operator and

family labor cost, was figured on a return per hour of labor spent by
operator and family, a return of $1.28 per hour was realized.

Table

j.

Measures of return from the milking enterprise, selected
D.H.I.A. herds, Northern Utah, 1965
Per

Item

enterprise

Per
cow

Per 100
pounds of
milk produced

(dollars)

(dollars)

(dollars) -

(-)335

(-)7.06

(-).065

Cost of operator and
family labor

3,363

68.37

.600

Return to enterprise,
management, operator
and family labor

3,028

61.31

.535

Cost of interest allowance
on capital 6%

2,639

53.64

.470

5 ,667

114.95

1.005

Net return to enterprises
and management

Return to enterprise, management , operator & famil y

labor & capital

The average amount of capital invested in land, buildings, equipment, base, and milk cows was $40,4 33 per enterprise,

Interest was

allowed at 6 percent on capital invested in land, bufldings, and base;
7 percent was allowed on capital invested in equipment and cows, averaging
$2,639 interest per enterprise.

When net return to the enterprise was

added to allowances for c apital, a return of $2 , 304 to enterprise and
capital was realized, amounting to a 5.7 percent return to capita l.
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If all labor had been performed by operator and family and all
capital used was owned by the operator, an average return of $5,667
to enterprise, management, operator and family labor, and capital was
obtained by adding net return to enterprise and management to cost of
operator and family labor and allowances for capital.
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FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SUCCESS OF THE MARKET MILK
MILKING ENTERPRISE
By classify ing and s orting records into groups according to one
factor and calculating averages of o ther factors, it was possible to
discover and analyze relations that were present in data.
Several sorts were made of milking enterprise records to discover
which factors were important in determining success in the enterprise,
Size of Enterprise
Size of enterprise generally measured efficiency in use of factors
of

produc~ion,

Large sized enterprises theoretically employed res ources

more efficiently which reflected lower per unit cost,

In the milking

enterprise many barns and corrals could adequately care for more cows
without any additional investment, and much of the required labor would
not be increased if more cows were added to the enterprise.

Tqerefore

more cows per enterprise cou ld substantially reduce investment per cow
and labor cost per cow.
By grouping records according to the number of cows per herd as
was done in the original stratification, it was possible to note the
association of size of enterprise with total cost per cow

(~able

9),

total receipts per cow, and net return per cow (Table 10).
There was a consistent negative relation between size of herd and
average total cost per cow (Table 9),

For herds with a range between
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Table 9,

Number of cows per herd related to total cost and other measures, selected D,H,l,A, herds, Northern Utah, 1965

Cows Eer herd
Range
Average
(number)

Number
of
herds

(number) (number)

Capital
invested
in bldgs.
& equip.
per cow

(dollars)

Man
hours
per
cow

Yearl)! cost Eer cow
Interest
and
de preFeed ciation
Total

(hours) (dols, )(dols.)

(dols,)

Less than 35

27.3

23

301

73

254

109

583

35 - 49,9

42.3

19

218

56

260

101

535

50

72.1

E._

200

47

259

--.22.

212.

49.1

64

220

53.6

260

101

538

o~

more

All herds

Table 10.

Number of cows per herd related to total receipts, net return
and other measures, selected D,H,I,A. herds, Northern Utah,
1965

Number
Cows 12er herd
Range
Average
(number)

Of
herds

(number) (number)

Lbs, of
milk
produced
/cow
/year

Milk
fat
test

Price/
100
pounds
of milk

Net
Total
receipts return
/cow
/cow
/year
/year

(pounds)(percent) (dols.) (dols.) (dols,)

Less than 35

27,3

23

12' ll6

3.60

4.25

563

(-)19

35 - 49,9

42,3

19

ll' 733

3. 72

4,37

548

13

50 or more

lhL

11.

ll,036

3.54

4. 21

510

i::,2.!1_

All herds

49.1

64

11,660

3.58

4.24

531

(-) 7
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0 and 34,9 cows per herd, total cost was $583 per cow per year,

Herds

that ranged between 35 and 49,9 cows had $535 total cost per cow per
year, and those nerds with more than

so

cows had a total cost of $523

per cow per year.
The difference of total cost per cow per year between groups was
tested with analysis of variance general F test.

At c(.OS level, with

2 and 61 degrees of freedom, the tabular F-value was 3,15.

When com-

pared with calculated F-value, 4.01, the difference was concluded to be
statistically significant.
Diminishing total cost, as number of cows per herd increased, was
reflected through decreasing labor and interest and depreciation cost.
Since interest and depreciation was relatively fixed, more units divided
into the total resulted in lower cost per unit,

Man-hours of labor per

cow per year decreased from an average of 73 hours per cow per year on
the small enterprises to 47 hours per cow per year on the larger ones.
Average hours of labor for all enterprises was 53,6 per cow per year,
There appeared to be no relation between size of enterprise and
feed cost per cow, indicating that feed was no less expensive for large
enterprises than for small ones.
As size of herd increased, capital invested per cow in buildings
and equipment consistently decreased.
ment was relatively fixed.

Investment in buildings and equip-

More cows divided into the total resulted in

lower investment per cow.
The major part of total receipts per cow was determined by the
amount of milk produced per cow and price per 100 pounds of milk.

There
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was a consistent inverse relation between size of herd and total receipts
per cow (Table 10).
an average of 72.1

As herd size increased from an average of 27.3 to
co~s

per herd, total receipts per cow decreased from

$563 to $510 per cow per year.

There appeared to be no relation between

size of herd and milk fat test, nor was there any relation between size
of herd and price per 100 pounds of milk.

There was, however, an in-

verse relation between number of cows per herd and pounds of milk produced per cow.

Enterprises with less than 35 cows per herd averaged

12,116 pounds of milk per cow, whereas enterprises with 50 or more cows
per herd averaged 11,036 pounds of milk per cow.

Indications were that

the inverse relation between size of herd and total receipts per cow was
more closely associated with pounds of milk produced per cow than with
the price of milk.
The difference between t otal receipts of the three groups of size
of herd was tested with analysis of variance general F test.

When the

calculated F-value, 8.09, was compared to the tabular Fat c(.OS level
with 2 and 61 degrees of freedom, 3.15, the difference was statistically
significant.
Average total cost (Table 9) and average total receipts (Table 10)
both decreased as size of herd increased.
the same for total cost as total receipts.

The rate of descent was not
Therefore, there was no

relation between herd size and net return per cow (Table 10).

At an

average of 27.3 cows per herd, average net return per cow was minus $19
per cow per year.

When average herd size was 42.3 cows per herd, average

net return was plus $13 per cow per year, but larger herds with an
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average of 72.1 cows per herd were down to a net return of minus $13
per cow per year.
Differences between average total cost per cow per year and total
receipts per cow per year were tested with the least significant difference (L.S.D.) test.

This test determined the quantity the difference

between two means had to exceed to be considered statistically significant.

The least significant difference between means of total cost

at o(.lO level was $43.62, and between means of total receipts at o(-20
level was $35.04.
The actual difference between average total cost of herds with 35
to 49.9 cows per herd and 50 or more cows per herd was $12.00;
the difference was not statistically significant.

~herefore,

The differences

betweeq average total cost of all other size of herd groups were greater
than $43.62 and were statistically significant.

The actual difference

between average total receipts of herds with less than 35 cows per herd
and 35 to 49.9 cows per herd was only $15 and, therefore, not significant.
Differences between average total receipts of all other size of herd
groups were greater than $35.07 and were, therefore, statistically
significant.

These differences between average total cost and receipts

indicate that herds with 35 to 49.9 cows were large enough to have obtained some economies of size but still had high receipts per cow as did
sma1ler herds.
Level of Production
Level of production of a mi lking enterprise referred to and was
measured by the herd's average amount of milk and milk fat produced per
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cow per year.

Since milk and milk fat accounted for approximately 90

percent of the receipts of the milking enterprise, greater quantity of
milk and milk fat produced per cow meant greater receipts per cow.
The rate of production was dependent upon the potential producing
ability of the cow, the management decisions made, and action taken by
the operator when caring for the cow.
Enterprises with high levels of production were generally more
successful financially since many costs were relatively fixed per cow.
Therefore, more milk per cow reduced cost per pound· of milk.

It would

be possible, however, to spend too much time and resourcE:s "pushing"
for higher production levels.

This would occur if costs increased

faster than receipts when level of production increased.
By sorting records according to the original level of production
stratification, it was possible to note the association or l ack of
associat~on

of level of production with total cost per cow (Table 11),

and net return per cow (Table 12) .

~twas

also possible to determine

the association or lack of association between level of production and
other factors included in the tables,
There was a consistent positi ve relation between herd average milk
fat production and average total cost per cow.

For the low producing

~

he,ds with an average of 355 pounds of milk fat per cow, average total
cost was $502 per cow per year.

High producing herd's averaged 503

pounds of milk fat per cow per year, and their cost was $589 per cow per
year (Table 11).

Differences of average total cost per cow per year

were tested collectively with analysis of variance general F test.

Table 11.

Pounds of milk fat produced per cow per year related to total cost and other measures,
selected D. H.I. A. he r ds, Nor thern Utah, 1965
Total

Capital
Milk fat pr oduced
2er cow 2er year

Range
(pounds)

Average
(pounds)

Number
of
herds

Number
of
cows

/herd

invested

(excl.
cows)
/cow

Capital
inves t ed

Man

in cows

hours

/cow

/cow

Cos t 2er cow Eer year

Inter est
and
depre-

cost

/100
pounds
of milk

Feed

ciation

Total

(number) (number) (dollars) (dollars) (hours) (dollars) (dollars)(dollars)(dollars)

Less t han 400

355

24

56 . 1

480

283

51

5.30

247

95

502

400 - 449

422

18

43 . 9

543

295

49

4.76

274

107

549

450 or more

503

Q

43 . 6

617

354

64

4.41

~

109

589

All her ds

419

64

49.1

543

307

54

4. 71

260

101

538

...,
"'

Table 12.

Pounds of milk fat produced per cow per year related to total receipts, net return and
other measures, selected D.H.I.A. herds, Northern Utah, 1965
Percent
of cows

Milk fat produced

Number
Milk
2er cow Eer year
produced
of
Range
Average rec o rds
/ cow

(pounds)

(pounds) (number)(pounds)

Number
of cows
/herd

Milk
fat
test

culled

Price

from

/100
pounds
of milk

herd
/ year

Total
receipts
/cow

(number) (percent) (number)(dollars) (dollars)

Net
return
/cow
(dollars)

Less than
400

355

24

9 , 843

56 .1

3.61

19.2

4. 26

463

(-)39

400 - 449

422

18

ll, 914

43 . 9

3.54

24.0

4.16

545

(- ) 4

450 or more

503

22

13 ' 992

43 . 6

3 . 60

25.1

4. 28

647

~

All enterprises

419

64

ll, 660

49.1

3.58

21.8

4.24

531

(-) 7

..,.
0
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The calculated F-value, 7,04, when compared with the tabular F, o(,Ol,
wit~

2 and 61 degrees of freedom, 4,98, indicated the difference was

statistically significant,
A consistent negative relation existed between pounds of milk fat
per cow per year and average total cost per 100 pounds of milk.

Although

total cost was higher for high producing cows, the increase in production more than offset the higher cost resulting in lower total cost per
100 pounds of milk,
There was no consistent relation between level of production and
feed cost per cow, although the feed cost was less for the low production group.
A positive rel a tion existed between level of production and capital
invested in cows, per cow and also between level of production and capital invested per cow in the enterprise, excluding investment in cows,
Therefore, high levels of production per cow were associated with higher
total investment per cow, but the highe r rates of production were great
enough to offset high investment cost and l owered t ota l cost per 100
pounds of milk,
There was no consistent relation between level of production and
amount of man labor required per cow.

The higher pr oduction level group

required more labor per cow, but the two lower production level groups
required virtually the same.
There was a positive relation between average herd milk fat production per cow per year and receipts per cow per year (Table 12).

Average

total receipts were $463 per cow per year when herd average milk fat was
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355 pounds per cow.

When herd average milk fat production was 503 pounds

per cow per year, average total receipts were $647.
The differences among average total receipts of the three groups were
tested by analysis of variance general F test.

The calculated F-value,

7.49, indicated that the differences were statistically significant when
compared with the tabulated F, ()(.01, with 2 and 61 degrees of freedom,
4.98.
There was no apparent relation between pounds of milk fat produced
per cow and milk fat test.

But there was a consistent positive relation

between pounds of milk fat produced per cow per year and pounds of milk
produced per cow per year.

These relations indicate milk fat production

was more closely associated with pounds of milk produced per cow than
the milk fat test.
There was no relation between pounds of milk fat produced per cow
and price per 100 pounds of milk.
There was a positive relation between herd average production per
cow and percent of the herd culled per year.

The higher the level of

production the larger percent of cows that were culled per year.
As the level of production increased, average total cost per cow
(Table ll) increased, but average total receipts per cow (Table 12) also
increased and at a faster rate.

Therefore, a positive relation existed

between level of production and net return per cow.

The average enter-

prise with a herd average of 399 pounds of milk fat or less per cow per
year had an average net return of minus $39 per cow per year.
average enterprise with a herd average

The

of 450 or more pounds of milk fat

per cow per year had a net return of plus $58.
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Size of Her d, Level of Production, and Net Return

Records were sorted into nine groups of the original stratification
so that each of the three groups of herd size were divided into three
groups of level of production, and each of the three groups of production
level were divided into three groups of herd size (Table 13).

With

records thus sorted, net return per cow per year was compared between
groups with the same range in size of herds and level of producti on to
determine whether size of herd and level of production were associated
with a posit i ve net r e turn.

Groups with 50 or more cows per herd and a herd average of 400 to
449 and 450 or more pounds milk fat per cow per year had a pos itive net
return, but groups with 50 or more cows per herd and a herd average of
399 pounds or less milk fat per cow per year had a negative net r eturn.
Only groups with a herd average of 450 pounds or more milk fat per
cow had a positive net return when the size of the herd average d between
35 and 49.9 cows or less than 34.9 cows .
All groups that had a herd average of 450 pounds or mor e milk fat
per cow per year had a positive net return.

Only the group with 50 or

more cows per herd had a positive net return when pr oduction was 400 to
450 pounds milk f at per cow per year.

Groups with production of 399

pounds or le ss milk fat per cow per year had a negative net return
regardless of number of cows per herd.
These comparisons indi c ated that herds wi t h hi gh producti on (450 or
more pounds milk fat per cow per year) had a positive net return per cow
regardle s s of how many cows per herd.

But if t he posi tive net return

Table 13.

Size of herd and level of production related to net return and other meas ures, selected
D. H.I. A. h erd s, North ern Utah , 1965

Range

Average

records

Per cent
of
popu l ation
in
sample

(pounds)

(pounds)

(number)

(percent)

Pounds of milk fat
2er cow e er

~ea r

Number
of

Aver age
number
of
cows /
herd
(number)

Tota l
per
cow

Tota l
cost
per
cow

(dollar s)

(dollars)

639
527
476

60 1
507
510

38
20
- 34

652
555
435

567
567
476

85
- 12
- 42

return

Net
return

per
cow
(dollars)

50 or more cows per herd
450 or mor e
400 to 449
399 or less

505
413
332

5
5
12

450 or mor e
400 to 449
399 or l ess

500
418
356

7
6
6

100
80
57

73.7
68 .1
74 . 4

35 to 49.9 cows per herd
57
56
47

44 . 8
41.3
39 . 9

'

34.9 or fewer c ows per herd
450 or more
400 to 449
399 or less

505
428
345

10
7
6

100
100
100

27 . 3
27 . 3
27 . 3

649
558
422

617
598
503

31
-42
-81

All enterpr ises 419

64

70

49 .1

531

538

- 8

..,..
..,..
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per cow was multiplied by the number of cows in the enterprise, the
larger enterprises would have the larger net return.
Hours of Man Labor
Labor was an important and costly input in the milking enterprise.
Logically, fewer hours per cow could be associated with good labor
efficiency.

However, in some instances fewer hours per cow may mean

neglect and insufficient care of the enterprise.

Neglect and waste of

man hours cou ld also be present where a large number of hours were spent
per cow per year.

It was assumed, however, that all enterprises were

adequately cared for, and more hours than necessary were not used on
any enterprise.
Records were sorted on the basis of man hour s of labor per cow
per year in order to determine the relation between that factor and net
return.

They were divided into three groups:

those with less than 47

hours per cow averaging 39.9 man hours per cow, 47 to 69.9 hours per cow
averaging 56.8 man hours per cow, and 70 or more hours per cow averaging
78 .7 man hours per cow (Table 14).
There was a consistent negative relation between number of man hours
"spent" per cow and net return per cow.

As number of hours increased

from a class average of 39 .9 to 78.7 per cow, net return decreased from
plus $18.04 to minus $56.97 per cow.
There was a positive relation between man hours of labor and total
cost per cow.

Labor cost increased in approximately the same ratio as

hours of labor since a standard rate of pay was applied to operator and
family labor and only hired labor varied.
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There was a negative relation between man hours of labor per cow
and number of cows per enterprise.

As man hours per cow increased from

39,9 to 78,7, the average size of herd decreased from 62,6 to 32.8 cows.
For this study 21 herds with an average of 32.8 cows per herd required
a total of 54,242 man hours per year whereas 22 herds with an average of
62.6 cows per herd required a total of only 54,972 man hours per year,
It seemingly did not take dairymen any longer in total to take care of
a large herd than a small herd,
There was no consistent relation between man hour s of labor per cow
and capital invested per cow in land, buildings, equipment, and base

-------

(but excluding cows).

Theoreti c ally, capital would be s ubstituted for

labor, but since both were reduced on the per cow basis by increased
herd size, one cannot note the substitution effect here.
There was a positive relation between man hours of labor and pounds
of milk produced per cow.

But total cos t per cow increased also of f-

setting any gains in total receip ts that might have been obtained by the
increase in producti on .

All criteria indicated that fewer hours s pent per cow , provided
she was adequately cared for, l owered production cost and increased net
return per cow.

Feed Cost Per Cow Per Year
Feed cost ranged from 35 to 57 percent of total cost per cow with
an average of 48 percent f or the entire study,

Efficiency in use of

feed generally reduced cost and increased net return,

Efficiency was

Table 14.

Hours of man labor per cow per year related to net return and other measures,
selected D.H.I.A. herds, Northern Utah, 1965

Number
of
Man hours Eer cow

Range
(hours)

Average
(hours)

Average
number
of
cows/

Total
investment

Pounds of
milk
produced
/cow

enterprises

enterprise

(excl uding
cows)
/cow

Total

Net

cost

return

/cow

/cow

(number)

(number)

(dollars)

(pounds)

(dollars)

(dollars)

Less than 47

39.9

22

62 . 6

519

11,422

505

18.04

47 - 69.9

56.8

21

45.3

494

11,624

537

5 . 28

70 or more

78.8

l!.

E.&_

643

12,432

630

(-)56.97

53.6

64

49.1

543

ll, 660

538

(-) 7.06

All enterprises

::;
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affected by management considerations such as feeding the right amount of
feed and eliminating opportunities cows had to waste feed,
To measure fee ding efficiency the records were sorted according to
average total feed cost per cow.
classes.

The records were divided into three

The low cost class included feed cost of l ess than $240 per

cow per year with an average of $220 .

The next class ranged from $240

to $289 per cow per year with an average of $260 and the high cost class
had feed cost per cow of $290 or over with an average of $316.

The

average feed cost per cow for all enterprises was $260.
There was no consistent relation between average feed cost and net
retur n per cow, a l though the class with the highest feed cost had a
l arge net l oss.
There was a positive relation between feed cost per c ow and total
cost per cow .

As feed cost increased from an average of $220 to $316

per cow per year, total cost per cow increased from an average of $479
to $634,
A positive

relat~n

milk produced per cow,

existed between feed cost per cow and pounds of
It was evident, however, that the increased pro-

duction did not increase t otal receipts sufficiently enough to off s et
the increase in cost; therefore, there was a positive relation between
feed cost and cost per 100 pounds of milk,

As feed cost increased, total

cost of producing 100 pound s of milk increased .
When feed cost increased, tons of concentrates and tons of hay fed
per cow both increased .

At an average fee d cost of $220, 1.31 tons of con -

centrates and 4 . 15 tons of hay were fed per cow,

When the average feed c ost

was $316, 2.16 tons of concentrates and 5,96 tons of hay were fed,

Table 15.

Feed cost per cow per year related to net return and other measures, selected D.H.I.A.
herds, Northern Utah, 1965

Average fee'd cost
Eer cow Eer year
Range
Average

Number
of

Number
of
cows/

enter-

enter-

prises

prise

(number) (number)

Concentrates
fed
per
cow
(tons)

Hay
fed
per
cow

Pounds
of
milk
produced
/ cow

(tons) (pounds)

Feed
cost
/100
pound
of milk
(dollars)

Total
cost
per
cow

Net
return

per
cow

(dollars)

(dollars)

(dollars) (dollars)

Less than
240

220

23

47.1

1.31

4 .15

10,528

2. 09

479

(-) 0.98

240 - 289

260

20

53.1

1.93

4. 72

ll' 963

2.17

533

31. 41

290 or more

~

21

40.9

2.16

5.96

12,451

2.54

634

( - )45.91

All enterprises

260

64

49.1

1. 79

4.84

ll' 660

2.28

538

(-) 7.0 6

~

.0
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There seemed to be no relation between feed cost per cow and size
of herd.
These criteria seemed to indicate that high feed cost per cow was
associated with more feed fed per cow and higher milk production per cow,
but total receipts resulting from milk production did not increase as
fast as total cost,

Therefore, high feed cost per cow was associated

with high cost per 100 pounds of milk.
Capital Invested in Buildings and Equipment Per Cow
Capital invested in specialized dairy buildings and equipment may
mean greater fixed cost per cow , but it would be possible for these
facilities to reduce some kinds of required labor and eliminate other s,
The labor saved may offset the added fixed cost and lower total cost per
100 pounds of milk,

Investment in buildings and equipment may also

reduce feed cost by eliminating waste and spoilage.
To discover what association existed, if any, between capital
invested in buildings and equipment per cow and net return, the records
were sorted into three classes according to amount of capital invested
in buildings and equipment per cow.

Eighteen enterprises each had invest-

ments of less than $175 with an average of $147 invested in buildings and
eq uipment per cow; 26 enterprises had $175 to $249 invested with an
average of $208 per cow; 20 enterprises had $250 or more invested with
an average of $365 invested in buildings and equipment per cow.
There was no association between capital invested in buildings and
equipment per cow and net r eturn per cow (Table 16); hence, investment
in buildings and equipment did not tend to raise or lower net return.

Tab le 16.

Capital inves t ed in bui l dings and equipmen t r e l a t ed to net retur n and other me a sur es ,
selected D.H . I.A. herds , Nor ther n Ut ah, 1965

Capi t al i nves t ed i n
buildings and
egui Ement Eer cow
Average
Range
(dollars) (dollars)

Number
of

Number
of
cows/

enter -

enter-

prises

prise
(number)

Tota l
hours
of
labor
/cow
(hours)

(number)

Fee d
cos t
per
cow
(dollars)

Pound s
of
milk
per
cow
(pounds)

per
cow
(dollars)

per
cow
(dollars)

Tota l

Net

cost

r et urn

Less than 175

147

18

51.0

48 . 6

26 1

ll' 703

522

13 . 69

175 - 249

208

26

53.0

53.9

258

ll , 019

531

( - )10 . 51

591

( - ) 6.79

538

(- ) 7.06

250 or more

365

20

36.7

64.5

26.)

12,854

--

-

--

--

--

-

220

64

49.1

53 . 6

260

ll ' 660

All enterpri.s.e .s

::::
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Capital invested in buildings and equipment per cow was consistently
neither positively or negativel y related to number of cows per enterprise,
although those herds with the largest average amount of capital invested
in buildings and equipment had the lowest average number of cows per
herd.
There was a positive association between capital inve s ted in buildings
and equipment and total labor required per cow,

The group with the largest

average amount of capital invested in buildings and equipment per cow also
used the greatest amount of labor per cow.

This group had the sma llest

average number of cows per herd, which seeme d to have greater effect in
increasing both investment per cow and labor requirement per cow than the
substitution of capital for l abo r or vina versa.
No association was discovered between capital invested in buildings
and equipment per cow and feed cost per cow.

There was also no associa-

tion between capital invested in buildings and equipment per cow and
pounds of milk produced per cow per year.
A positive relati on existed between capital invested i n buildings
and equipment and total cost per cow.

As capital inve ste d in buildings

and equipment increased from an average of $147 to $365 per cow, total
cost increased from an average of $522 to $591 per cow per year .
These criteria indicated that higher investment in buildings and
equipment increa ses fixed cost more than they redu c e variable cost.

As

a result, total cost increa sed as investment in building s and e quipment
increased.
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Price Per 100 Pounds of Milk
The price received for milk had a major effect on total receipts of
the enterprise.

Price varied from $3.78 to $5 .42 per 100 pounds of milk

and co uld, therefore, have substantial effect on net return per cow.
To determine the association between the price of milk and net
return per cow, the records were sorted on the basis of price received
per 100 pounds of milk delivered to the processing plant,
were divided into three groups:

The records

20 enterprises received less than $4.00

per 100 pounds of milk with an average of $3 . 88; 21 received between
$4.00 and $4 .34 with an average of $4.16; and 20 enterprises received
$4.35 or more per 100 pounds of milk with an average of $4 . 53 per 100
pounds.

The average price received for the 64 enterprises was $4.24

per 100 pounds.
There was no apparent association between price received per 100
pounds of milk and net return per cow (Table 17).
net return first increased then decreased,

As the price increased,

There was also no relation

between price per 100 pounds of milk and number of cows per enterprise .
As price per 100 pounds of milk increased, pounds of milk produced
per cow decreased slightly showing a slight negative relation.

The

pounds of milk fat produced increased slightly as price per 100 pounds
increased, but the increase was so small that the averages of all three
groups were virtually the same.
There was a positive relation between price per 100 pounds of milk
and milk fat test since the price was partially determined by the milk
fat test and was increased as percent of milk fat in the milk increased.

Table 17.

Price per 100 pounds of milk related to net return per cow and other measures, selected
D.H.I.A. herds, Northern Utah, 1965

Price per 100
eounds of milk
Range
Average
(dollars)

(dollars)

Number
of
enterprises

Number
of
cows/
enter-

prise

Pounds
of
milk
/ cow

Average
milk fat
test

Pounds
of
milk fat
/cow

Total
receipts

/cow

Total

Net

cost

return

/cow

/cow

(dollars) (number) (pounds) (percent) (pounds) (dollars) (dollars)(dollars)

Less than 4.00 3.88

20

40.7

ll' 982

3.47

416

509

536

(-)27

4.00 - 4.34

4.16

21

51.2

ll,81 8

3.55

420

546

522

24

4.35 or more

4.53

Q

49.4

ll' 335

3.71

~

562

570

~

All enterprise s

4.24

64

49.1

ll' 660

3.58

419

531

538

(-) 7

V>

""'
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A pos itive relation existed between price per 100 pounds of milk
and total receipts per cow.

At an average price of $3 . 88 per 100 pounds

of milk, total rec eipts per cow were $509 per year.

When the average

price per 100 pounds wa s $4.5 3 , total recei pt s per cow were $570 per
year.
There was no relation between price per 100 pounds and t o tal cost
per cow, although the group rec eiving the h ighe s t pric e for their milk
had the highest cos t per cow.
Number of Meas ures Better Than Average
In general, the enterprises that bring the greatest return are t hose
which are better than average in efficiency of performance of important
production operations.

High efficiency in one measure offers no assur-

ance of high net r eturn , but as number of influential measures better
than a verage increase, higher net return may be expected.
A sor t was made on the basis of number of measur es better than
ave rage to note r elation with net re turn per cow (Table 18).

Measures

consi dered were, number of cows per enterprise , pounds of milk fat
produced per cow per year, man hours of labor per cow, feed cost per
cow, average cow val ue , and receipts for milk per 100 pounds.
The re was a positive cons i stent relation between number of measures
better than average and net re turn per cow.

As number of measures in-

c rease d from l ess than one to six , net return increased from minu s $146
to plus $139 per cow per year.

No enterpri se had 5 measures better than

average and only 2 had 6 measures better than average.

Table 18.

Number of selected measures better than average related to net return, selected D.H.I.A.
herds, Northern Utah, 1965
Efficienc~

Measures

better
than
average

(number)
0

4

All enterprises

Number
of

Average
number
of
cows

Average
milk fat
per
cow

(number) (number)

(pounds)

enter-

prises

Man
hours
per
cow

measures

Feed
cost

per
cow

(hours) (dollars)

Average
cow
value

Receipts
for milk
/100
pounds

(dollars)

(dollars)

Net
return

/cow
(dollars)

2

22.5

306

81.0

284

281

4.00

( - )226

10

37.5

390

63.2

26_1

265

4.03

( - ) 48

23

37.2

417

58.1

266

280

4.27

(-)

14

52.8

430

54.6

272

326

4.30

13

66.4

412

47 . 9

244

334

4.31

ll

2

71.0

460

37.8

245

400

4.44

___!l2.

64

49.1

419

53.6

260

314

4.24

(-)
<..n

"'
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Number of cows, milk fat production per cow per year, investment
in cows per cow, and receipts per 100 pounds of milk all had a positive
relation with number of measures better than average.

As number of mea-

sures better than average increased from less than one to six, the number of cows per enterprise increased from 22.5 to 71.0, milk fat production per cow increased from 306 to 460 pounds per year, and receipts
per 100 pounds of milk increased from $4.00 to $4.44 .
Measures that had an inverse relation with number of measures
better than average were:
cow per year .

man hours per cow per year and feed cost per

As the number of measures better than average increased

from less than one to six, man hour s required per cow per year decreased
from 81.0 to 37.8 hours, and feed cost per cow decreased from $284 to
$245 per year.
When only two measures of efficiency were better than average,
receipts per 100 pound s of milk was one of the measures consistently
better than average.

Size of herd and value of cows were cons istent1y

above average for all enterprises with three or more measures better
than average .

Feed cost per cow and man hours per cow were consistently

above average only when the enterprises had four or more measures better
than average.

Average milk fat per cow was above average only for those

enterprises with three and six measures above average.

A positive net

return was realized only when the enterpri ses were better than average
for three or more efficiency measures.
All these criteria indicate that there must be pr oper balance among
all influential measures to obtain high net return from the milking
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enterprise and that no one or even a few above average preformances
were adequate t o insure financial success in milk production.

In

other words, the greater number of measures better than average an
enterprise had the greater was net return per cow.
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ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF MANUFACTURING MILK DATA
Data collected fr om manufacturing milk producers were analyzed to
determine quantities and cost of inputs and to determine total receipts
from manufacturing milk.

The analysis is presented in three sections.

The first section is an anal ysis of cost, the second is an analysi s of
receipts, and the third section presents an analysis of net return.
There were 24 dairymen studied who were members of D.H.I . A. and
produced manufacturing milk in the three counties.

The random sample

included 11 dairymen or 45 percent of the total population.
Data collected contain the same basic information as that of market
milk producers.

The main difference was that manufacturing milk did not

need to be produced under such rigid sanitary condi ti ons , and no base
plan was involved in marketing the milk .

Dairymen could sell all the

manufacturing milk they could produce at the going market price.
Analysis of Cost
To analyze cost of producing manufacturing milk, cost was broken
down by item.

These items were:

feed cost, labor cost, interest,

hauling milk, depreciation, tractor cost, medicine and veterinary fees,
D.H.I.A. fees, breeding fees, utilities, bedding, taxes, sanitary
supplies, A.D.A. fees, repairs, water, insurance, and miscellaneous cost.

Cost items were tabulated and are presented in Table 19 on a per cow per
year and per 100 pounds of milk produced basis, but the written analysis
will consider cost per cow per year only.
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Table 19,

Cost of producing manufact uring milk, selected D,H,l,A, herds,
Northern Utah , 1965

Cost item

Cost per
100 pounds
of milk

Cost per
cow per
year

Percent
of total
cost

(dollars)

(doll 'a rs)

(percent)

Feed cost

2.11

258 . 87

47,60

Labor cos t

1.00

122 .11

22.45

Interest

. 33

40.53

7.45

Hauling milk

.23

28.02

5.16
4.68

Depreciation

.21

25 . 46

Tractor cost

.12

14 . 36

2 ,64

Medicine & veter inary fees

,06

7,66

1.42
l. 21

D. H. I. A. fees

.05

6,60

Breeding fees

.05

6.57

l. 21

Utilities

. 05

6 . 52

1. 20

Bedding

,05

5 . 52

l.Ol

Taxes

.04

5 . 42

1.00
.87

Sanitation supplies

. 04

4 . 74

A.D. A, fees

. 04

4.52

. 83

Repairs

, 03

4.19

.77

Water

. 01

1.22

.22

Insurance

.01

1.02

.19

Miscellaneous cost

.oo

.53

. 09

4 . 43

543.85

100.00

Total cost

Total cost per cow was $543.85 per year .

Fe·e d cost made up the

greatest portion, amounting to $258.87 or 47,60 percent of total cost .
Labor cost contributed the second largest amount to total cost .

It was

$122.11 per cow per year, amounting to 22,45 percent of total cost,

All
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other cost combined amounted to $162 .8 7 or 29 . 95 percent of total cost .
These items will be considered individually later in this section .
Feed cost (Table 20) included $162.15 per cow per year for hay;
$71.38 per cow per year for concen t rates; $13.84 per cow per year f or
s ilage; $10.33 per cow per year for pasture; and $1.1 7 per cow per year
for minerals; thus making up the total of $258.87 per cow per year.
Green chop was not fed by any manufacturing milk producer that wa s
interviewe d.

Table 20 .

Feed cost for producing manufacturing milk, selected D.H.I.A.
herds, Northern Utah, 1965
Amount of
feed fed
/cow
/year

Cost per
100 pound s
of milk

Cost per
cow per
year

Percent
of total
cost

Percent
of
subtotal

(pound s)

(dollars)

(do ll ar s )

(percent)

(doll ar s )

12 , 759

1. 33

16 2.15

29 . 82

62 . 64

Concentrates

2 ,761

. 58

71. 38

13 .1 2

27 . 57

Silage

4,239

.ll

13.84

2.54

5 . 35

Pasture

l,2ll a

.08

10. 33

1.90

3.99

~

~

~

~

258.87

47.60

100.00

Cost item

Hay

Minerals
Total feed cost

_ _3_2

2.ll

al>ounds of hay replaced by pasture

The largest labor cos t came from the mi lking operation, which
accounted for $61.62 per cow per year or 50.46 perc ent of t ota l labor
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cost (Table 21) .

Remaining labor was broken down into cleaning barn and

equipment which cost $22 . 21 per cow per year; feeding live stock cos t
$18.18 per cow per year; cleaning cor ral s and lounges cost $18.14 per
cow per year; and miscellaneous labor cost amounted to $1. 96 per cow per
year .

All labor was performed by the operator or f amily.

Hired help

was not used on any manufacturing milk producing enterprise surveyed.

Table 21.

Labor cost per cow for producing manufacturing milk, selected
D.H,I. A, herds, Northern Utah, 1965

Cost item

Labor
Labor
Man hour s cost per cost per
of labor 100 pounds cow per
of milk
/cow/year
year
(hours)

(dollars) (dollars)

Percent
of t o tal
cost

Percent
of labor
cost

(percent)

(do ll ars)

Milking

44.33

,50

61.6 2

11. 33

50,46

Cleaning barns
& equipment

15.98

.1 8

22 . 21

4,08

18 . 18

Feeding

13.08

.15

18. 18

3 . 34

14.89

Cleaning corrals
and lounges

13.05

.1 5

18 .14

3.34

14.86

Misc. labor

.....!..,.!!.!.

____,_91.

~

~

~

122.ll

22,45

100,00

Total

87.85

1.00

Interest allowed for capital invested in buildings, equipment, and
cows amounted to $40.53 per cow per year accounting for 7,45 percent of
total cost (Table 19),

Hauling milk amounted to $28 .02 per cow per year

or 5 ,1 6 percent of the total cost,

Depr ecia tion on buildings and equip-

ment amounted to $25 . 46 per cow per year or 4,68 percent of the total
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cost.

Tractor cost amounted to $14.36 per cow per year or 2.64 percent

of the total cost.
year .

Medicine and veterinary fees were $7.66 per cow per

D.H.I . A. fees were $6.60 per cow per year.

$6.50 per cow per year.

Utilities amounted to

Bedding cost amounted to $5.52 per cow per year .

Taxes on the enterprise amounted to $5.42 per cow per year.
supplies cost $4 . 74 per cow per year.
per year.

Sanitary

A.D.A . fees were $4.52 per cow

Repairs on the enterprise amounted to $4.19 per cow per year.

Water cost amounted to $1.22 per cow per year.

Insurance on t he enter -

prise cost $1.02 per cow per year, and miscellaneous cost amounted to
$.53 per cow per year,
Analysis of Total Receipts
An average of 16.58 cows produc ed an average of 12,248 pounds of
3.54 percent milk fat milk per cow, making an average amount of 434
pounds of milk fat produ c ed per cow per year .

The average price received

for milk was $3.45 per 100 pounds.
Enterprises of the ll manufac turing milk produc ers interviewed had
total receipts of $467 . 97 per c ow per year (Tab le 22) .

These receipts

included $398 . 57 per cow per year from milk s old, $31. 34 per cow per
year from value of cal ve s produc ed, $23.76 f r om value of milk not sold,
and $14.30 from manure cr e di t s.
Net Return
The average manufac turing milk produc ing enterprise had a net re turn of minus $75 ,88 per cow per year (Table 23 ).

Although labor and
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Table 22.

Total receipts from the manufacturing mi lk producing enterprise,
selected D.H.I.A. herds, Northern Utah, 1965

enterprise

Receipts
per cow
per year

Receipts
per 100
pounds
milk
produced

Percent
of total
receipts

(dollars)

(dollars)

(dollars)

('percent)

Receipts
per
Item

Value of milk sold

6,581

398.57

3.25

85.22

Value of calves

518

31.34

.26

6. 7l

Value of milk not sold

392

23 . 76

.19

5.08

__12!.

14.30

___J1_

~

7' 722

467,9 7

3.81

100.00

Value of manure
Tota l receipts

Table 23.

Return to operator and family labor, capital, and management
from producing manufacturing milk, selected D.H.I.A. herds,
Northern Utah, 1965

enterprise

per year

Per 100
pounds of
milk produced

(dollars)

(dollars)

(dollars)

Per
Item

Net return

Per cow

( -)1, 267.84

(-)75.88

(-) ,62

2,018.48

122 ,ll

1.00

750.64

46.23

.38

669.80

40.52

.!l1

698,04

(-)35,36

(-).29

1,420,44

86.75

. 71

Cost of operator and
family labor
Return to operator and
family labor and
management

Allowances for capital
Total return to cap ital
and man~;~gement
Total return to operator
and family labor, management and c apital

(-)
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capital cost were charged to the enterprise, they were a return to the
dairyman and his family as wages and as interest to the extent that they
performed the labor and owned the capital which was used,
When cost of operator and family labor was added to net return,
there was an average return to the operator and his family for l abor and
management of $46.23 per cow per year.

If the sum of net return and

operator and family labor costs were divided by number of hours worked,
a return of $.53 per hour was obtained.

When net return per cow per year

(minus $75.88) was added to allowances for capital ($40.52), a return of
minus $35,36 per cow to management and capital resulted.

If this return

was divided by amount of capital invested in the enterprise per cow,
minus 9 1 74 percent return to capital was obtained.
When net return (return to management), return to operator and
family labor, and return to capital were combined, a return of $86.75
per cow per year to management, operator and family labor, and capital
resulted.
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SUMMARY AND cONCLUSIONS
In the United States the total number of cows and the total number of milking enterprises has been decreasing, but at the same time
total amount of milk produced has increased.

These conditions indicate

that the average milking enterprise of today has a larger number of
cows and greater produytion per cow than the average milking enterprise of past years.
This study was designed to investigate and compare costs, receipts, and net return for each of several herd sizes, production
levels, and other associated factors in order to determine whether or
not and how they were associated with financial success.
Two sub-populations were studied.

One sub-population consisted

of 91 commercial members of D.H.I.A. in Cache, Box Elder, and Weber
counties, Utah, that sold market milk in bulk to processors.

A strat-

ified sample of 64 producers was obtained from this sub-population.
The second sub-population included 24 commercial members of D.H.I.A.
in Cache, Box Elder, and Weber counties, Utah, that sold manufacturing
milk to processors.

A random sample of ll was obtained from this sub-

population.
D.H.I,A. members' milking enterprises were used because

d~ta

con-

taining size of herd and level of production were available whereas
this information was not available for

nonmembers.

Any conclusions

derived from this study, however, should be as applicable to
bers as to D.H.I.A. members.

nonmem-
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Data were collected by the survey method,
and analyzed using cross tabular analysis .

They were then tabulated

The analysis was presented

on a per cow basis as a basic technical unit of production.
Production

co~t

for market milk ranged from $3.74 to $6.37 per 100

pounds of milk with the weighted average for all enterprises being
$4.71 per 100 pounds of milk.
of $538.24 per cow per year .

Production cost amounted to an average
Total receipts from the average market milk

producing milking enterprise amounted to $4 . 65 per 100 pounds of milk or
$531.18 per cow per year .
Net return was calculated by deducting total cost from total receipts and amounted to minus $.065 per 100 pounds of milk or minus
$7.06 per cow per year for the average enterprise.

A negative net re-

turn did not mean that there was no return to the operator of the
average enterprise.

All labor and capital were c harged to the enter•

prise although some portions were a return to operator and family as
wages and interest to the extent that they performed the labor and
owned the capital.

A return to

en~erprise,

management, operator and

family labor, and capital amounted to $5,667,64 per enterprise per year
or $114.95 per cow per year.
The

~ost

successful enterprises had higher than average milk fat

production per cow per year,

High production cost per cow was associa- ~

ted with high level of production per cow, but as production per cow
increased, total receipts per cow increased faster than total cost,
Within the scope of this study, the level of production was not encounter ed where net return decreased when production level increased.
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This does not mean that for infinite increase in production per cow net
return would continue to increase,

It does, however, indicate the poten-

tial for operators of those enterprises with herd average production per
cow below or within the range of this study to increase net return by
increasing their herd average production level.
Larger herds were associat·ed with lower total cost per cow,

Labor,

interest, and depreciation were substantially reduced when number of
cows pe, herd increased.

Number of cows per herd was important in rela-

tion to net return per cow for the large herds that had average or
higher than average production.

A large number of cows per herd did

not lower cost per cow enough to make low producing cows "profitable."
Net return was more closely associated with production per cow
than size of herd.

The average of all sizes of herds had a positive

net return when the herd average was 450 pounds of milk fat or more
per cow per year, and had a negative net return when the herd average
was 399 pounds of milk fat or less per cow per year,

Therefore when

dairymen increase the number of cows in their herds, they should select
only high producing cows in order to obtain high net return per cow.
To increase the herd with low producing cows may reduce net return per
cow,

There was the potential, also, for dairymen with herds that had

low average production per cow to increase net return per cow by culling
lower producing cows from their herds and replacing them with higher
producing cows.
An inverse relation existed between man hours of labor per cow

and net return per cow.

Therefore, by reducing

la~or

cost and oppor-
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tunity was provided to increase net return per cow.
required per cow increased net return per cow.
return decrease as labor decreased.

Fewer hours

At no point did net

~

Labor cost was reduced by increas-

ing herd size, using efficient work methods, and substituting capital
for labor.

Labor is one important input that can be controlled to a

large extent.

Dairymen should realize this fact and adjust accordingly.

There was no consistent relation between feed cost per cow and
net return per cow.

When an adequate but economical amount of feed

was fed, a positive net return resulted.

High feed cost, resulting

from dairy_men trying to "push" production to the cows maximum capacity
and low feed cost resulting from dairymen not feeding a sufficient
amount of feed for the cows to produce to their most efficient capacity
both resulted in low net return.

Dairymen, therefore, likely have the

potential for greater net return by feeding their cows according to
each cows most efficient level of production.
There seemed to be little association between capital invested in
buildings and equipment per cow and net return per cow.

There was no

consistent relation between investment in buildings and equipment and
feed cpst, labor cost, and size of herd.

This lack of associations

seemingly indicates that approximately the same amount of capital
invested per cow in buildings and equipment was required to adequately
care for cows regardless of herd size.

Dairymen anticipating more

investment in buildings and equipment could increase net return of
their enterprises by adopting buildings and equipment designed to reduce
labor and eliminate spoilage and waste of feed.
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There was no association between price received for 100 pounds of
milk and net return per cow.

Higher price resulted partially from a

higher percent of milk fat in the milk.

When the price per 100 pounds

of milk increased above that for 3.5 percent milk fat test, total cost
increased faster than total receipts, and when the price was below the
price for 3.5 percent milk fat test,
than total cost.

to~al

receipts decreased faster

These criteria indicate that with the present price

system the greatest net return per cow resulted to the enterprises
with milk that was consistently clos·e st to 3.5 perce·nt milk fat.

Dairy-

men should, therefore, strive to increase the milk fat production of
their cows by increasing milk produced per cow and by holding their
test as close to 3.5 percent milk fat as possible •

••

In the milking enterprise high efficiency in one or even a few

"
measures offered no assurance of high net return.

The most successful

enterprises were those that were better than average in the greatest
number of efficiency measures.

No si ngle measure can be neglected,

however, since any measure if extremely below average could substantially reduce net return per cow.

Dairymen should, therefore, strive

to obtain a balance among efficiency measures on their milking enterprises by increasing each measure unt:il it is better than average.
Analysis of the records of manufacturing milk producing enterprises showed that average total cost was $543.85 per cow per year and
average total receipts were $466.97 per cow per year.

The difference

between average total receipts and average total cost (n·e t return) was
minus $76.66 per cow per year.
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The average manufacturing milk producing enterprise had 16.5
cows that produced an average of 12,248 pounds of milk and 434 pounds
of milk fat per cow per year .

The average enterprise had an investment

per cow of $309 in land, buildings, and equipment and $304 per cow per
year.

Net return to management, capital, and operator and family

labor was $85.75 per cow per year for the average enterprise.
Comparing the enterprises producing market milk with those producing manufacturing milk, the former had larger herds, greater
investment per cow (although the

~nvestment

in the cpw was about the

same), approximately the same total production cost per cow and
approximately the same level of production per cow.
the milk produced was

enough ~ higher

The price for

for market- milk to make the net

ret\lrn per cow about $70.00 greater for the enterprises producing
mat'ket milk.

Hence while · the investments are greater to qualify for

market milk production, the total effort paid off in the final analysis.
Farmers who can qualify and have an opportunity to do so shou ld become producer s of market milk rather than manufacturing milk.
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Record No, ___

Agricultural Economics Department
Utah State University
Dairy Enterprise Survey
Date._________________________
Operator --------------------------------Town or P.o. _____________________________
Age of Operator__________

Enumerator

County_______________________

--------------------------~~--

Members and age of family that work on enterprise

Number of hired workers and ages if under 16

Milk sold to:
Grade A
Manufacturing
DHIA, average butterfat per cow ------------Size of herd

- -- ----- --- .-----Item

Beg .
Year
Year
Avg .
end
pur - I ni t ia l ye ar
va l ue Re pa i r s Depr ee. va lu e va lu e
· Des cr i pti on chased cos t

Charged to Da ir
% Re pai r s De pree . Va l ue

Milki ng barn
!Milk- stor age

I

Holding c orral
•

Cow l ounge

Lag1d ~~ corra l
Granary
Hay s helte r
Silo
Cor ra ls
Ba se Va lu e

.....

'-"

h:arAL

Equipment Inventory

Item

Beg.
Year
pur- Ini t ial ye ar
~escription chased cost
value

Year
end
Rep;~.

Charged to Dairy
Avg.

irs Depree. value v alu e %

e oa irs Depree. Value

Milker
ipipelines
Storage tanks
Cans

Wagon
Vet. equipment
Silage load er
Sma ll tools
~anur e spreade

Grain grinder

.....
TOTAL

"'

Livestock Inventory
Beg1nnin Year Purchases (pr oduc ed
Sold
Death l oss
End Year
Age
cow- bull
Pr ice
Price
Price
Price
group
per Total
per Total
per Total
per Total
Of COWS
No: cow value No. Date COW value No. Date cow value No. Date Value No. unit value

OTAL
Weighted aver. no. of cows --------

--.1
--.1

Feed and Be dding Invent or y

Feed
1\lfalfa hay
Gr ass hay
Other hay

On hand
On hand at
Raised on farm Purchased
throughout
the end of
beginning of
during
yea r
year
year
the ear
Amount Price Amount Price Amount Pric e Amount Price

Charged to dai r y
'1.

Used by dairy
Amount Ptice Value

Barley
Oats
Wheat
Corn
Dried be et pu lp
Commercial mix
Corn silage
Pea v ines

Wet beet nulo
lnthP r

si

ao-P

ls oila"e (.,reen chon)
[Minerals
Salt
Straw

'-'
00

~OTAL

'\.

Gree n Feed and Pas tur e Inventory
On pasture or
Value
green feed
or green feed
Amoun t
of feed
Total re placed
trotal paily
r ep l ac ed
!Daily
per No .
for
for
per No.
by
by
COW cows her d
cow cows hand
asture Price loastur e

Perc en t

fNot on pa stu r e

Feed
Alfalfa hav
Grass hay

Harves~

ing
costs

inc. or
decrea se

in
milk

Value
of
.E_asture

Bar lev
Oats
Wheat
Corn
Beet oulo
Commercial mix

ilage
Other
li\.1/l~'i'm,!ii!~!ly);Or

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX -~ ,_)9{_

XX

XX

Harves ting Costs
Hay
Cost Tons
per pe r

Proces s
utting
a king
ailing
au ling

acre acre

Cos t
per

Silage
Tons
per

acre

acr e

Grain

Cost
per
ton

Co st Lbs . Cost
per per
per
acre acre lbs.

Cost
per
t on

"'

""
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Operator & Family Labor Record (Hours)
January

J·ob
~as h

February

March

April

May

June

Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
for
for
for
for
for
for
Daily month Daily month Daily month Daily month Daily month Daily month

tank

Prepare to milk
Milk
lean milker
lean barn
l~~~r~~lding
a~Il~ar e of

et cows

eturn cows

tean cow
ounge

lean corrals
lean path &
rQa_ds
r;rind grain
feed cows
Vet . work
lip cows
rim cows

Breeding
!

troTAL
Machinery Record
Rate
/hr .
rae tor

lrruck
OTAL

January
February
March
hr s . value hrs. value hrs. value

April
hrs. value

May
June
hrs . va lu e hrs. !value
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Operator & Family Labor Record (Hours)
January

February

March

April

May

June

Total
Total
Total
Tota l
Total
Total
for
for
for
for
for
f or
Daily month Daily mon th Daily month Daily month Daily month Da ily month

J-ob
lolash tank
Prepar e to milk
Milk
lean milker
lean barn
l~~~r~~l ding
ake care of
milk
et cows
~e turn cows

rean cow
ounge
lean corra ls
lean path &
roads
Grind grain
Feed cows
Vet. work
lip cows
rim cows

Breeding
troTAL
Machinery Record
Rate
/hr.
rae t or

lrruck
OTAL

January
February
Marc h
hr s . value hrs. valu e hrs. value

Aril
hrs. va lu e

May
June
hrs . va lue hr s . !value

Operat or & Family Labor Re cord (Hours )
Ju ly

Da il y

August

October

81
..- ----..,...

December

Total
Total
Total
To ta l
Tota l
To t a
for
for
f or
for
for
f or
mon t h Daily month Daily month Daily month Da il y month Dai l y mon t

Wage rate __________
July
hr s

September

---November

va l

Augu s t
hrs

Tota l

Total value of operator & family labor_______________________
Machinery Rec ord
Oc t ober
September
f hr•

Ivalue

hrs I va l 1e

November

December

hrs

hr s

value

va l ue

Total
hr s

val ue

I
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H" red L

Januarv
Tota
for
J ob

Daily mon t

Feb1 1arv

or Record (Hours)
Ma· oh

otal
Total
f or
for
Dail month Daily month

Wash tank
Prepare t o mill
Milk
Clean milker
Cl ean barn
C l~~~r~?~ding
Ta~h~are of

Ge t cows
Re turn cows

c lygrrn~ ~~
Clean corr als
c ~~mlspath &

Grind grain
Fee d cows

Vet . work
Clip cows
Trim cows

Breed ing

TOTAL
Hour ly wage

Total c ost $

A11ril

Mav

June

Total
Tot al
for
for
aily month Dail y mon th Dail y

Total
for
month
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July

Daily

Augu st

Hired Labor Record (Hours)
Sep t ember
October
November

Tota l
Total
Tot a
for
for
for
mon th Daily month Daily mont

-

De cember

Total
Tot al
Tota
f or
fo r
for
Daily month Daily month Daily mont!-

To tal

------ --

onth

Manufac turing ( )
Grad e A over Base ( )
Grad e A Base Milk
Bonus
Total
Price Total
Pric e To t al
amount
Price pe r value
Price per valu e
of
per
lb.
of
per
lb.
of
Coolmilk Bu tte rfat Amt. cwt .
bf. milk Amt. cwt.
bf. milk
er Tank Vo l.
ounds % Pounds
_i
[1_
$
$
$
~
&
&
&

To tal
value

of
mi lk
so ld
_j_

Hauling
milk
expen se
[1_

January
February
March
April
May
June

July
!Augus t
September
foctobe r
!November
p e c embe r
00
..,.

irOTAL
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Material Cost Summary_

Overhead Costs
Item

Charge

Rate

!Amoun t

nterest on investment
Bu ilding s 6. land
$

E:g_ui_ll_ment
Cows
Feed 6. straw (prod,)
Feed 6. s traw ~ pur,)
Tota l Interest

Item
Feed and straw
Home gr own
Purchase d
!Water
~e d icine

Sub-tot als

6. vet ,

Br ee ding fe e s
Suppl ies pur chased
Ut iliti e s
Fr e igh t 6. t rucking
Hauling milk
A. D. A.
D. H. I. A.
~a c hin e hired
Hea lth I ns p.
Ot her costs

eprecia ti on
Bu i lding s
Equipment
Ne t i nv, dec. (cows)
Total dep.
~epair s :

Buildings
Equipment
Tot a l repa irs

Tota l ma t er i a l costs
axe s

Land
Build i n·gs
Cows
Tota l t axes
Ins ur ance
Other

Summar y
ota l receipts
XX

XX

o t a l overhead

$

ota l
ota l
Oper .
Hired
ota l

ma t eri al cos t s
overhea d
6. fam . l abor cost
l abor costs
costs

ncome Summary

Pr oduc t
Amount Pr ice
A bas e milk sold
rad e A s ur, mil k so ld
Manuf, mi l k sold

~ eceip t s

~rade

et r e t ur n f r om ent e rpri s e
et r e t, to opera tor 6. fam.

otal amount of capital
et return to capita l

ota l man hours
Net return per man hour

Milk used on f arm
Milk used by f ar m fam,

Tota l number of cows
return per cow
Total cost per cow
[t-!_e t retur n per cow
~r oss

[Va lu e of ca l ves ( bu ll )
Va l ue of ca l ve s (he if)
Val ue of manur e
Net i nv . inc .

Tota l l bs . of mi l k
Lbs, of milk per cow

cows

Other

Total receipts

Total Cost

XX

XX

$

Total l bs . of butt er fat
Lb s , bu t t er f at per c ow
Gross re·t . per l b. BF,
Tota l cos t per lb. BF,
Net returns per l b . BF,

$
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